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FOREWORD
DWPF is a boutique financial advisory firm specialising in project finance and
infrastructure transactions.
I established the firm over 20 years ago to provide advisory and modelling
services to the emerging UK PPP industry, since when we have advised on
over 200 transactions to have successfully reached financial close.
Over the course of this journey we have been involved in many ‘firsts’ within
the sector, and the firm has played an integral role in the financing of some
truly remarkable projects.
More recently we have expanded our remit, and we now offer standalone
model build services, financial model audit and assurance and bespoke
modelling training. We also offer our services globally, and can count on
clients in North America, Europe, Africa and Australasia.
Our success is founded on maintaining a team of highly experienced
professionals, able to combine the levels of knowledge and expertise
expected from a leading consultancy, alongside the attention to detail and
personal service frequently only exhibited by smaller firms.
Our clients include listed companies, private developers, investment funds
and other financial investors, as well as public sector counterparties such
as local authorities and universities. We would be delighted to have the
opportunity to demonstrate to you those qualities that have seen our clients
return to us time and again, and hope this publication adequately showcases
the areas in which we can assist.

David Wylde

Managing Director
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SERVICES
Financial advisory
Debt arrangement
Refinancing/restructuring
Purchase/sale of equity
Feasibility studies
Bid support

Financial model build
Transaction support
Operational and portfolio models
Corporate models
Project appraisal/screening models

DWP F
Model audit and
assurance
Model audit
High-level defined procedures review

Training
Foundation Modelling in Project Finance
Advanced Modelling for Project Finance
P3/PPP and Infrastructure Projects
Renewable Energy Projects
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FINANCIAL ADVISORY
DWPF has provided financial advice to clients for over two decades, during
which time we have worked on hundreds of advisory engagements, raising in
excess of £7bn of capital in support of over 200 transactions to reach financial
close.
Whilst a significant number of our mandates involve the arrangement of
project finance debt, we also advise on the restructuring of finances and
the purchase and sale of equity stakes. We work with clients at the earliest
stages of projects to perform financial viability appraisals, and with public
sector counterparties on the procurement on new infrastructure assets as
well as the renegotiation or refinancing of operational projects.
We aim to work on a seamless basis with our clients - whether based in the
UK or internationally - building close, collaborative, relationships to ensure
the highest quality support is provided all the way through to financial close.
Recognising this, DWPF has previously been named ‘Best Financial Adviser’
at the UK’s annual PPP Awards event.

Contact: advisory@dwpf.com | +44 (0)20 7491 7730
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Arrangement of equity and debt

Equity sales and purchases

At the heart of our advisory offering is
our in-depth knowledge of financing
markets, with this being key given
the diverse range of institutions now
lending to infrastructure transactions.
We have relationships with a wide
range of lenders, each of whom
have their own specific sector
appetites, ticket sizes, risk profiles,
lending characteristics and return
requirements.

We have supported clients on the
sale of equity and subordinated debt
investments in infrastructure assets,
helping maximise proceeds through
comprehensive marketing and the
development of processes designed
to maintain competitive tension.
Our scope would typically include:

Sector knowledge is also critical;
our detailed understanding of the
markets within which we advise,
alongside that of the underlying
projects, enables us to structure
enduring funding packages that
mitigate commercial and financial
risks, thereby giving funders the
confidence to lend.
We have arranged long-term
financing solutions with traditional
project finance banks, debt funds
and institutional investors through
to long-dated capital markets bond
issuances, in addition to putting in
place development finance for a
number of real estate transactions.
We have advised on a range of
financing products and instruments
(e.g. floating/fixed-rate debt, interest
rate swaps, index-linked debt, income
strips) and are able to evaluate the
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suitability of each to any given project
– from financial viability through to
deliverability of a specific solution.
Our services therefore include:
Advising on corporate and finance
structures;
Identification of funding sources
and negotiation of terms;
Advising on funder security
package requirements;
Negotiation and review of funding
documentation;
Risk assessment through sensitivity
analysis; and
Project feasibility studies and
evaluations.
Our familiarity of the market also
extends to mezzanine and equity
products, and we can therefore assist
developers and project sponsors
seeking risk capital.

Review of project model to ensure
potential enhancements and
optimisations are included;
Drafting of information memoranda
and marketing of assets;
Running of competitive sale
process;
Responding to bidder queries; and
Management of sale process.
We also work with clients looking
to acquire assets, helping to ensure
offers are as competitive as possible,
whilst ensuring they fully reflect
the underlying fundamentals of the
project and with risks understood and
quantified. This may involve:
Review of models to identify further
enhancements/optimisations;
Sensitivity analysis to highlight
impact on returns of various
scenarios;
Review of project documentation to
highlight risks/areas of concern; and
Assistance in due diligence process
post acceptance of offer.

Business case modelling /
financial viability
Utilising the expertise of our financial
modelling team, we can quickly
produce high-level financial viability
appraisals for potential projects. This
helps us understand whether the
projected returns on a project will
be sufficient to enable third-party
financing to be raised.

Public sector advisory

We provide advisory support to
public sector entities seeking to
assess the viability and value for
money of new infrastructure projects,
and where procured through a
formal tender process we manage
the financial workstream through to
financial close.
This typically involves input into the
drafting of tender documentation,
participation in dialogue meetings,
negotiation of commercial points,
financial assessment of bids/financial
models, and management of the
financial close process itself.
We also advise public sector clients
on the restructuring of transactions,
for example where a sponsor is
seeking to refinance the senior debt
in a project, or where variations to
services are being considered. In
such circumstances the public sector
will want to ensure the value for
money of proposals.
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PPP bid support
We support clients across the entire
spectrum of the PPP marketplace,
including accommodation, defence,
education, health, and the waste
sector. We tailor the level of
our involvement in a project to
complement our client’s resources
and experience, with a fully-scoped
service typically including:
Development of the financial
model;
Attendance at dialogue meetings;
Negotiation of commercial
documentation with the public
sector and its advisers;
Preparation of the funder
information memorandum;
Running of funding competition
and structuring/arrangement of
funding;
Drafting of financial aspects of the
bid submission; and
General project management of
financial aspects of the bid and due
diligence process.
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Financial advisory credentials
ARLINGTON

BARNSLEY SCHOOLS PFI

£90m

Refinancing of Phases 1 and 2 of
the BSF project

NORTH WALES WASTE PPP

£180m

Advice on financing 200,000
tonne EfW plant

DURHAM UNIVERSITY

£100m

Advice to University on Mount
Oswald accommodation project

OPAL PORTFOLIO

£250m

Advice on purchase of student
accommodation assets

SUPPORTED LIVING

BLACKPOOL STREETLIGHTING

SUPPORTED LIVING

BLACKPOOL STREETLIGHTING

£200m

Arrangement of £200m facility for
Supported Living housing
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Confidential

Advice to council on refinancing
of its streetlighting PFI

GOLDSMITHS UNIVERSITY

£50m

Advice on bond financing of
accommodation PPP

AYRSHIRE COLLEGE NPD

£50m

Advice to sponsor on Scottish
NPD project

BATTERSEA PLACE

£60m

Arrangement of development
financing for retirement village

DERBYSHIRE WASTE

£200m

Arrangement of debt on
municipal waste PPP project

WAKEFIELD WASTE PFI

£100m

Structuring of financing package
on this municipal waste project

UNIVERSITY OF HERTFORDSHIRE

£190m

University advice on procurement
of 3,000 room project
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FINANCIAL MODELLING
SERVICES
DWPF’s financial modelling team was initially established to support our
advisory activities, however the demand for experienced modelling resource,
able to build robust and user-friendly models, led to the firm expanding its
offering to provide standalone modelling services.
We build best-practice financial models used for a wide variety of purposes
- such as underpinning the financing of a project, determining the pricing
of a bid or acquisition, performing ‘what-if’ analysis, or simply tracking
the performance of an operational asset for covenant reporting. We also
frequently second staff to clients to alleviate resource constraints in busy
periods.
We have worked across the entire spectrum of infrastructure – from
renewables projects to oil and gas, car parks to highways, and on general
social infrastructure accommodation – with clients and projects located
globally.
Our financial modelling team now boasts decades of experience and is widely
recognised as one of the leading teams in the infrastructure sector.
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Contact: modelling@dwpf.com | +44 (0)20 7491 7730
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Areas we have worked
Transaction support

Utilities

Oil & Gas

District
Heating

“

Our models
are informative,
robust and
easy to use

“

Renewable
energy

Waste

Student
accommodation

Transport

Biomass/
Anaerobic
Digestion

PFI/PPP

Commercial/
Residential
property

Car parks,
ports,
airports

We have developed hundreds of
models to support project sponsors
and investors on infrastructure
transactions over the past 20 years,
and can provide this service on either
a standalone basis or as a part of a
wider finance advisory engagement.
Whilst we pride ourselves on building
reliable and informative models that
give users confidence in our results,
this is not however the full extent
of the job; we passionately believe
there is more to modelling than just
inputting the required assumptions
into a template model and ‘turning
the handle’.
A good modeller will add value
to the process – either by critically
questioning the validity of inputs
through application of his/her
knowledge of the sector, providing
informed input into commercial
matters, or by using his/her detailed
understanding of model dynamics to
best achieve shareholder objectives
given, for example, underlying
funder constraints.

Our experience covers the full range
of transaction types, including:
Primary bid transaction models
(incl. PFI/PPP);
Refinancing and restructuring
models;
Valuation models for equity
purchases and sales; and
Models to support business cases
for prospective ventures.

Our involvement typically
commences at the early stages of
transactions, through development
of a model and associated analyses
to prove economic viability, whilst
helping shape solutions through a
full appraisal of options.
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Transaction support credentials
CONFIDENTIAL

WIND PORTFOLIO
ACQUISITION MODEL

APPRAISAL MODEL TO
SCREEN SOLAR ASSETS

MODELLING FOR BIOENERGY
INFRASTRUCTURE GROUP

SWEDISH WIND FARM
REFINANCING

SOLAR PORTFOLIO
DISPOSAL MODEL

30MW SOLAR PROJECT
REFINANCING MODEL

BUSINESS CASE MODELLING
OF DECENTRALISED ENERGY
ASSETS

SUPPORT TO EQUITY
PROVIDER ON 117MW
JORDANIAN WIND FARM

ARLINGTON

REFINANCING VALUATION
MODEL TO SUPPORT EQUITY
SALE
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ACQUISITION MODEL FOR
PURCHASE OF STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION FIRM

CONFIDENTIAL

EQUITY SALE OF UNIVERSITY
ACCOMMODATION PROJECT

BESPOKE MODEL FOR DECISION
MAKING AND VALUATION OF
SOLAR PORTFOLIO
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Operational and portfolio modelling
In addition to developing financial
models that underpin project
finance transactions, we also use
our expertise to help clients monitor
the performance of projects once
facilities are operational.
This can be done on a project
by project basis or through the
construction of portfolio models.
Key to the success of any operational
model is simplicity, with a focus on
end-users being able to update
the model with actual results. This
process should be straight-forward
and robust but with sufficient error
checks included to guard against
mistakes, and ensure reliability.
Our process starts with an initial
scoping meeting to ensure a
full understanding of project
requirements and timescales to
complete, with early drafts of outputs
subsequently produced, giving
clients the opportunity to feedback
on model design before significant
development time is expended.
Outputs will not only cover
internal reporting requirements,
but, following review of funding
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documentation, will also be designed
with funder compliance reporting in
mind.
On completion of our models we
can also prepare a full reconciliation
of results to the original financial
close model, giving both clients and
funders confidence in the starting
position. We also provide bespoke
user-guides where required.
DWPF has developed operational
models covering a broad range
of sectors including waste,
accommodation, renewable energy,
utilities, district heating, power,
transport, healthcare and wider
infrastructure sectors.
Portfolio models have also been
developed for infrastructure funds,
producing the key information
required for fund level reporting.
We have designed multi-asset
models that report performance
on both operational projects as
well as those still in construction,
that have investments in multiple
jurisdictions (with their corresponding
tax treatments), and incorporating
various debt structures and
accounting treatments.
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Operational & portfolio model credentials
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EFW PLANT
OPERATIONAL MODEL

HERMES INFRASTRUCTURE
FUND MODEL

DERBYSHIRE WASTE PPP
OPERATIONAL MODEL

WAKEFIELD WASTE PFI
OPERATIONAL MODEL

ANAEROBIC DIGESTION
HOLDCO FUND MODEL

INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
PORTFOLIO MODEL

RENEWABLES ASSET
PORTFOLIO MODEL

CRAMLINGTON CHP
OPERATIONAL MODEL

MULTI-ASSET WIND
OPERATIONAL MODEL

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
OPERATIONAL MODELS

UK SOLAR PORTFOLIO
MODEL

FRENCH SOLAR PORTFOLIO
MODEL
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Corporate model highlights

Corporate models
Whilst the fundamental modelling
approach remains the same for a
corporate model as an operational
model, the level of detail contained
therein, along with the reporting
timeframe, may be very different.
For example, we have developed
corporate models to assist in
short to medium term treasury
management, for covenant reporting
on corporate debt facilities, to assist
in the decision-making processes
for restructuring businesses, and for
general budgeting and forecasting
purposes.
The initial consultative and scoping
process is particularly important
when developing a corporate model
given the potential broadness of
the task, the need to strike the right
balance between the level of detail
and usability of the model, as well as
the variety of stakeholders who may
be involved.
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Secondments
We have a large team of dedicated
financial modelling and analytical
resources of all levels of experience.
We frequently second members of
this team to clients on one-week
assignments through to six months
periods or more to:

INTERPARKING MODEL
BUILD

ENERGY CONGLOMERATE
CORPORATE MODEL

FP&A TOOL FOR PORTS
OPERATOR

WATER UTILITY MODEL
REBUILD

SCANDINAVIAN GAS
UTILITY MODEL

SOLAR PROJECT VALUATION
MODEL

Help clients bridge the gap
between staff departures and new
arrivals;
Assist in periods of particularly high
demand (e.g. year end); and
Provide expertise in a particular
area where the client may have a
skill shortage.
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FINANCIAL MODEL AUDIT
DWPF has an experienced team of financial model auditors who have
successfully completed over 175 model audit engagements. These
assignments include a number of showcase projects, such as the €2bn
refinancing of the 600 MW Gemini offshore wind farm, the USD 2.4bn
refinancing of the Freeport LNG HoldCo, and an audit of the model that
supported the USD 869m acquisition of a 40% stake in a Turkish port.
We approach each engagement with the aim of issuing strong, comprehensive
opinion letters, rather than managing risk through carefully worded
statements or limitations on scope. This demonstrates the confidence we
have in our processes and the thoroughness with which we undertake
our work, in turn giving clients and lenders the high level of assurance
required.
We understand the pressure our clients face as transactions near completion,
and do our utmost to keep the audit process as straight-forward and stressfree as possible.
We achieve this through:
Clear communication of the timescales required for our work prior to our
engagement;
Regular communication and update with clients throughout the process;
The provision of targeted feedback covering the issues that matter; we do
not bulk out our findings with meaningless or inconsequential points;
An indication of the materiality of highlighted issues, allowing clients to
quickly understand impact; and
A willingness to go the extra mile to ensure deadlines are met.
Contact: audit@dwpf.com | +44 (0)20 7491 7730
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This approach has led to significant
repeat business from our worldwide
client base, who have engaged us
to audit models for primary bids,
equity purchases, restructurings and
operational models, and who see
DWPF as a compelling alternative to
the larger audit firms.
These audit engagements have
been provided in respect of projects
across the broadest definition of
infrastructure.

Risk based approach
On appointment as model auditor
we seek to gain an understanding
of the key aspects of the transaction
through dialogue with the client.
We also use our specialist software
to highlight particular areas of
complexity, enabling us to tailor our
approach and focus our efforts on
those areas considered highest risk.
We use an iterative approach to
highlight errors and potential errors,
working on a collaborative basis with
clients to resolve issues throughout
the process.
We review each unique formula in
the model to ensure the robustness
and accuracy of calculations. This
is a flexible methodology that can
be applied to any type of financial
model, providing a greater level of
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assurance than ‘shadow modelling’
which only tests the logic flow used
given the set of input data applied
at the time of review. Errors that may
not be immediately present in the
base case configuration are therefore
highlighted, reducing the potential
for problems to occur following last
minute updates to inputs.

Risk based process
01
06

In addition to inspection of
unique formulae we also perform
an analytical review to identify
unexplained trends or variations in
key financial indicators. This provides
additional comfort over the accuracy
of calculations and helps identify
potential issues with modelled
results, such as outstanding debt
post maturity or trapped cash
balances at the project end.
An audit assignment typically
consists of 3 or 4 iterations, with a
findings report issued at the end of
each iteration containing issues and
queries for the client to address.
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02
DWPF

03

04

1
2
3

Initial dialogue with client
To gain a clear understanding of the
commercial and financial aspects of
the project

Use of specialist software

To help detect inconsistencies in formula
structure, highlight areas of particular
complexity and identify unused
assumptions/calculations

Cell-by-cell review

Review of each unique formula within
the model on a ‘cell-by-cell’ basis for
logical integrity

4
5
6

Analytical review

We perform an analytical review to
identify unexplained trends or
variations in key financial indicators

Review of project documentation

To ensure alignment with model in key
areas such as indexation, ratio
calculations, conditions precedent, etc

Sensitivity review

To ensure the model is robust and
appropriately handles different
situations (e.g. lockup of cash)
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General Scope of Work
As part of of our typical scope of work we check that:
The model contains correct logic and mathematics (from a mechanical
construction perspective);
The model produces financial statements consistent with the assumptions
listed;
The formulae (including macros) are sound, correct and internally consistent;
The accuracy of the results can be relied upon;
There are no unresolved circularities;
Instances of hard-coding within formulae do not compromise the integrity
of the model;
Formulae are clearly labelled with consistent references;
The model is suitable for sensitivity analysis; and
The model materially reflects the definitions contained in the key project
documentation including accounting and tax opinions and finance
documents.

Why DWPF for model audit services
We have a team of highly experienced financial modellers who possess
a detailed knowledge of infrastructure financing combined with strong
commercial acumen.
This has been developed over the years through numerous audit
engagements carried out across Europe, North America and the Middle
East. Additionally, the work we undertake as a financial adviser gives us a far
greater insight into and understanding of the transactions and models we
audit, ensuring queries and issues raised are relevant and to the point.
We provide a client-focused service, with our model audit opinion allowing
lenders and equity participants reliance, without the need for separate
negotiation to achieve this. We work on an exclusive basis and pride
ourselves on our high rate of repeat business.

Selected audit credentials
CANADA
Corner Brook Long Term Care, P3
Abbotsford Courthouse, P3

FRANCE
Infram Energy 16.1MW Solar Portfolio, Greenfield
Neptune 2 Mezzanine Debt Refinancing, Refinancing

ITALY
Italian Commerical Tugboat, Refinancing

GERMANY

Nordsee One 332MW offshore wind refinancing, Refinancing

NETHERLANDS
Gemini 600MW offshore wind refinancing, Refinancing
Dutch onshore wind portfolio refinancing, Refinancing
Blauwwind 680MW offshore wind, Greenfield

SPAIN
Redexis Gas, Brownfield

TURKEY
Mersin International Port acquisition, Brownfield

UK
Port of Tilbury 9.2MW acquisition, Brownfield
Neart Na Gaoithe 448MW offshore wind, Brownfield
82.4MW UK Solar Portfolio, Other
Aquatrine Package A Acquisition (Kelda Water Services Defence), Brownfield
Manchester Airport Group, Other
Birmingham and Bristol Airport, Brownfield
Red Funnel Ferries sale, Brownfield
Red Funnel Ferries refinancing, Brownfield
EDF Renewables acquisition, Brownfield
Regard Partnership acquisition, Brownfield

USA
Pennsylvannia Rapid Bridge Replacement, P3
Freeport LNG Train 2, Bonds 3 and 4 financing, Brownfield
South West Water Acquisition 25% stake, Brownfield
Purdue University Student Housing, P3
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PROJECT FINANCE EXCEL
TRAINING
DWPF offers in-house Excel training courses for organisations wishing to
develop their internal financial modelling capability.
Our instructors are experts in their field, combining the experience gained from
leading dozens of training programmes worldwide for a variety of developers,
sponsors and financial institutions, whilst also having the hands-on transactional
experience needed to bring a course to life, and to make content relevant for
all.
We offer four standard courses, as set out below, each of which can be tailored
to an organisation’s specific needs:
Foundation in Project Finance Modelling (2 day);
Advanced Modelling for Project Finance (2 day);
P3/PPP and Infrastructure Projects (1 day add-on to Advanced course); and
Renewable Energy Projects (1 day add-on to Advanced course).

Contact: training@dwpf.com | +44 (0)20 7491 7730
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Courses are typically held for groups of up to 12 individuals to maintain
an interactive learning environment, however we are happy to discuss any
specific training requirements to best meet your needs.
We can deliver our courses either from our London office or from client sites,
and our instructors have previously trained clients in Europe, North America
and Australasia.

Foundation in Project Finance Modelling
Financial model overview
Model development basics
Capital expenditure
Operations
Funding
Ratios and returns
Scenario and sensitivity analysis
Reviewing and troubleshooting
Charting and presentation

Advanced Modelling for Project Finance
Scenario and sensitivity analysis
Optimisation of funding
Additional lender requirements
Funding sources
Financial statements
Refinancing
Multi-assets / portfolio modelling
Operational and business models
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GLOBAL COVERAGE

NORWAY
CANADA
UK

NETHERLANDS

SWEDEN
GERMANY
POLAND

USA

IRELAND

FRANCE
SPAIN
MOROCCO

ITALY

TURKEY
MIDDLE EAST

ETHIOPIA

AUSTRALIA
SOUTH AFRICA

PROJECTS
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PROJECTS

Healthcare

Transport

Ports

Oil & Gas

Water

Energy

Wind energy

Solar

Utilities

Waste

Social Infrastructure
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CLIENTS

ARLINGTON
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www.dwpf.com
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